Hi!

My name is Norbert Huffschmid.

I'm the maintainer of the HAWHAW project and I'm trying to make Tiki WAP-enabled, PDA-enabled, VoiceXml enabled and something more like that.

Currently wiki, blogs and articles are prepared for mobile access: [tiki-mobile.php](http://example.com/tiki-mobile.php)

A demo how Tiki can be used to create voice services can be found at VoiceIntro. An MP3 recording of a VoiceTiki navigation example is available [here](http://example.com/voiceintro).

Comments, proposals, tests etc. are welcome!

General info about HAWHAW is available here: [http://www.hahw.de/](http://www.hahw.de/)

Keep on laughing! 😊